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With nowhere to run or hide, complete the mission in the sea base, Bethesda, deep down in the abyss!

- Features
○ Easy and intuitive weapon selection

○ Weapon boost feature maximizes the satisfaction in hitting enemies

○ In the midst of defeating the monsters, use the repair bot to repair the base with a looming
sense of tension and thrill.

○ Unease as sea creatures can appear at any moment in the flooding base.

○ Able to select the difficulty that best suits you.

- Story
Year 20XX.

Humanity polluted the Earth’s environment and created the sea base, Bethesda, to research about potential deep sea resources
and lifeforms.

However, the quickly constructed base’s nuclear reactor was unstable, causing problems on a frequent basis. Recently, there has
been a sharp increase in the reactor’s instability. One day, Bethesda picked up a strange, low frequency nearby and

communication with the base was simultaneously lost.
The land-based headquarters decided to dispatch a rescue team to Bethesda under the name Operation: Under Water. However,

a message from an unknown source was received right before the team arrived.
"Oh… God… We’ll all die in the end…"
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Title: Under Water : Abyss Survival VR
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Visual Light
Publisher:
Visual Light
Release Date: 14 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 1060

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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5 out of 5! Great game if you are into MMA.

I would like to see is some more announcers voice overs and can't wait until Online comes out!. Very limited.. \uc74c..
\ud37c\uc990\uc774 \ucc38 \uc7ac\ubc0c\ub354\uad70\uc694. \ub098\uba38\uc9c0\ub294 \uc911\uc694\ud558\uc9c0
\uc54a\uc2b5\ub2c8\ub2e4!. Cute short game, has checkpoints and enemies that won't stay there after your death.
Removing the anger inducing elements and leaving only the platform difficulty.

In otherwords....
A smooth, platform game and a calming experience for me.

A nice game for a short time to pass by.

18 minutes for me. :3. <3 the creater, cuse he has a good sense of humor. I have changed my review to a thumbs up on this
game as the developer was very quick to fix the issues I had with it. The problems were:

1. On Level 82 I could not progress further because of a graphics bug.

2. On level 63 the car graphics did not fit inside the parking lot

3. The trophies for "completing all levels" and "getting 3 stars on all levels" did not unlock.

The developer responded within hours to my issue and fixed every one of them! He even fixed the stars being mis-
aligned on the level select screen after seeing my screenshot.

I paid 66 cents for this game and got about 1 and 1\/2 hours of enjoyment out of it. There are 100 levels of increasing
difficulty. You have to get your car out of the parking lot by moving the other cars around in a limited number of
moves. Some of the puzzles were quite tricky and took me a few tries to get 3 stars on. I really enjoyed myself and will
probably go back and play it again in the future.

Thanks for a fun time!. Garbage,

Loveless, Uninspired, Moneygrab...

The Worst Collection since FX2
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In a word, I'd call this game disappointing.

Did it look good? Yep.

Did it play well? Yes, if you liked DX:HR.

Was the story compelling? Nope; Leaving aside 'racism but against augmented people' and 'fascist cops' themes, which smarter
people than me have probably written about, nothing of note happened in the setting by the time the game was over. Players of
previous games see lots of names they know dangled, and Jensen himself completes a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 of mission objectives, but by the time the credits are over, the status
quo hasn't changed a bit. The overall feel was that of a very protracted prequel DLC to a game in which Jensen, Janus, and the
Conspiracy actually make their moves.

Was the pacing good? No; I didn't realize I was on the last mission til I went to look up a choice the game presented me with,
and the climax as such was abysmally bland. Again, by the end the effect was as if I'd played a very long medium-stakes DLC.

Likable characters? A few interesting ones; Most of the dialogue is Jensen being a 'by the book' jackass to regular people, or his
superiors and teammates being a jackass to him.

Pet peeve? The vendors\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665talk you as a window shopper no matter if you buy, sell, or
both.. I love the game, the story and animation. But there is one thing I would love to have, an online-multiplayer-mode!.
Paradox DLC broke my family apart.. Simple matching game that runs smoothly and doesn't offer much to stand out from the
rest. However, if you're looking for a simple, casual, and relaxing game of match then this fits the bill perfectly. The price is
right, especially if you can find this on sale. The achievements are simple to get, though the arcade mode portion takes quite a
grind to get to. Overall, not a bad indie game that is worth your while.. I really liked Aetherfall, but I cannot fathom the point of
having the same protagonist from the prequel serve a completely different role in this one. All of a sudden you are thrust into
being an 'Arbiter' all the while barring you from being a 'Superlative'. Barely any stats from the previous game carry over, some
of which are just straight up gone. Character building out the window. As others have stated before, it's better to play with a new
character on this one. Perhaps importing a save file should only import the world state rather than including the superlative
protagonist. Unfortunately, that is not the case.

Know that you don't get to play superhero on this one like you did in Aetherfall. You're more like a space detective or whatever.
I'm leaving this negative because of how poorly an imported character was integrated to the story, but credit where credit is due:
this game gives you cats and lets you name them. Thanks game.. Gameplay: Easy, slow & repetitive.
Visuals: Colonoscopy.
Voice-over: that "You touch me Tra-la-la" dude.

Ah, if only i could see the face of the poor woman you gift this to - PRICELESS :D
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